Raven Lining Systems has been delivering high performance protective coatings and grouts to the infrastructure rehabilitation and protection market for over 20 years. Raven™ and AquataPoxy™ moisture tolerant and environmentally friendly 100% solids coatings can be quickly returned to service in the most corrosive municipal and industrial environments imaginable.

**SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE YIELDS LOWEST ANNUALIZED COSTS**

Raven pioneered the "Engineered System" approach to spray applying state-of-the-art coatings by trained applicators utilizing proprietary spray equipment. Inherent product and application advantages provide environment and operator safe handling with high production and consistent application quality. This combination of products, specifications, equipment, training and manufacturer support provides longer in-service coating life and thus the lowest annualized coating cost.

**RAVEN SERVICE & SUPPORT**

It’s one thing to specify a good coating … but how can you get comfortable that your contractor is using good, up-to-date equipment and application techniques on your project? Raven Certified Applicators utilize the latest coating technology, equipment and application techniques. Periodic supplemental training keeps applicators abreast of good coating practices and technology advances. Raven also educates and supports owners, inspectors, engineers and other end-users in the proper installation and inspection of our products to better ensure project expectations are met. With over 50 Raven Certified Applicators successfully installing Raven and AquataPoxy coatings, Raven provides its formidable combination of products and services almost anywhere.

**ENGINEERED SYSTEM ... PROVEN BEST SOLUTION**

Our mission is to provide the best coatings and application technology to the infrastructure protection and rehabilitation industry. We have proven long term protection for all types of concrete, brick, steel, cast iron, copper and other infrastructure such as water, sewer and industrial tunnels, pipes, vaults, tanks and manholes. Ultimately, the Raven Engineered System delivers quality products and provides continual support to those looking for truly superior long-term protection and renewal of today’s infrastructure.